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For individuals where hearing aids do not provide functional hearing, cochlear

Based on the ICF model3, MOSAICS aims to understand this outcome variability in adult

implantation is the intervention of choice. CIs provide significant improvements in
speech understanding, hearing performance, and quality of life. However, large
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individual differences and unexplained variability are reported in auditory, speech, and
language outcomes after CI1,2.
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outcomes, there continues to be large outcome variability post-CI. Various factors
are known to contribute to outcome variability (see Fig. 1)1,2,3,4,5. These predictive
factors are important for the CI team in deciding the management of patients pre-,
peri- and post-operatively. However, the ability of the CI team itself to accurately
predict performance outcomes in adult CI recipients remains to be studied.
In theory, if clinicians can accurately predict poor performance, then early
interventions can be put in place either to mitigate poor performance, or to help
poor performers become better performers.

Fig 1. Factors known to influence post-implantation outcomes 1,2,3,4,5
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1. To determine how accurately clinicians can predict performance of adults
with a CI one-year post-implantation.
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2. To determine which 5 factors clinicians consider to be most important when
making post-operative outcome predictions for adults with a CI.
3. To determine how confident clinicians are in their one-year post-CI outcome
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3. KEY QUESTIONS
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Do good predictors consider the same factors to be most important for
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à Can we use this knowledge to help other clinicians become better
predictors?

Does accurate prediction correlate with level of clinical experience?
à Can we utilise the expertise of these clinicians to help those less experienced?
Does pre-operative prediction accuracy increase when more case information
(first fitting & 6-month post-operative) is provided?
à What can be done to facilitate accurate prediction earlier on in the CI journey?
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à Does this translate to pre-operative counselling and expectation
management in the clinic?
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Are clinicians equally accurate in predicting good vs. poor performance?
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